Flight Test

AEROPRAKT
A-32 VIXXEN

Fast, economical cruise, slow stall, super-benign handling,
comfortable cockpit – what’s not to like? Francis
Donaldson reports
Pictures by Neil Wilson
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efore you dismiss the headline as a
serious case of slack proofreading,
rest assured the name of the subject
of this month’s review really does
have two XXs in the middle – a
dream for Scrabble players! Not, as
I first assumed, the Ukrainian
spelling for the female variant of
those red bushy tailed creatures, as Aeroprakt has once
again invented their own name for this latest kit plane to
become LAA accepted.
First released to the public in 2015, the Vixxen is
available either as a factory-built machine or as a
fast-build kit – though being type accepted, rather than
type approved, only the kit version is eligible to fly on
the G-register.

Foxbat heritage

If the Vixxen looks slightly familiar, it’s because its lines
were born on the drawing board of Aeroprakt designer
Yuri Yakovlev, using the insights gained from the familiar
family of A-22 Foxbats from the same stable. The Foxbat,
which first flew in the mid-nineties, first appeared in the
UK in 1999, at the time when the UK microlight weight
limits were raised from 390kg to 450kg. The Foxbat was
one of several designs which jumped to take advantage
of the opportunity that the new rules presented to
introduce microlights with reliable Rotax 912 four stroke
engines, rather than the lightweight but fussier twostrokes, which until then had been almost universal.
The Foxbat, which appeared as a quick-build kit of
riveted aluminium alloy construction, has been successful
in achieving sales in many parts of the world, including
the UK where it has been supported for many years by
UK agent Ray Everitt.
Foxbat adherents would admit, or even take pride in,
the design’s somewhat quirky appearance. While of
outwardly conventional layout with high strut braced wing,
tractor mounted engine and tricycle undercarriage, the
fuselage is, well, different to anything else around. At the
front is a fairly conventionally proportioned cabin and
nose section, albeit with a generous area of glazing. At
the rear is a very slender tapered elliptical sectioned
tailboom mounting the tail surfaces. In between, the
linking section behind the wing is a straight-tapered,
flat-sided, aluminium-strutted box affair, glazed with
plastic on the top and sides. Arguably, the arrangement
gives better visibility for the crew, although it’s a point of
conjecture just how often one would be inclined to
swivel one’s head that far round.
The transparencies certainly give a light and airy
feeling to the cockpit and, for passers-by, an unusual
insight into the design of the aluminium structure, almost
like a flying cut-away drawing.
Over the years the Foxbat has been progressively
developed and refined with a shorter span wing, stronger
airframe to take it up to the 600kg LSA limit as an SEP
aeroplane, and American spec metals and AN hardware
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“An unusual feature is the very
large moulded plastic wing root
fairings, which blend the rear
part of the wing root into the
tapering rear fuselage”

replacing the former Soviet era materials and metric nuts
and bolts. The later variants have a chunkier
undercarriage and aluminium skinning replaces some of
the wing skin that was previously in fabric. Unusually,
there’s optional yoke type controls (rather than stick), a
BRS option and even a version with the rear fuselage
glazing skinned over in aluminium to give it a more
conventional look.

Previous page Like
its Foxbat sibling, the
all new Vixxon shows
extensive ‘see
through’ area around
the cabin, offering a
light, airy
environment.
Insert The Foxbat

All new design

Above The all-flying
tailplane, full width
flaperons and well
faired airframe are
evident from this
view.

Ray has been working with LAA Engineering to get the
Vixxen cleared for a couple of years, and the culmination
of this came when he brought his own kit-built example to
Turweston in late-January for its independent flight test.
Having seen the aeroplane taking shape in Ray’s
workshop at various stages along the way, and of course,
being familiar with the approvals documentation, it was
particularly interesting to see how the machine had
turned out as a completed entity in its natural element.
The first thing that struck me on encountering it in the
weak winter sunlight, was the superbly lustrous red finish
that Ray has managed to achieve, and in particular, the
seamless transitions between the colouring of the sheet
metal and the fabric covered parts. No doubt this sort of
quality was the result of Ray’s meticulous prep work as
much as his choice of two-pack paints, which involved a
metallic red topcoat over a base coat, topped off with a
tinted lacquer.
I suppose it was inevitable that moving in the same
direction as before, the next iteration of the design
beyond the Foxbat would have an all-new fuselage that
would depart from the Foxbat’s angular shape altogether.
In the Vixxen, however, Yuri has not only substituted a
fully blended monocoque type fuselage, he’s taken the
whole design to a new level with a new flying control
system and an all-moving tailplane, with anti-balance tab
replacing the previous separate tailplane and elevators.
Whereas the previous cockpits had a somewhat
purposeful, workmanlike but utilitarian feel about them,

the Vixxen is very nicely appointed with a set of moulded
plastic ‘upholstery panels’, which confer a more
comfortable image, while also providing a plethora of
useful storage spaces all around the cockpit – the kind of
thing you see in a car, caravan or yacht to make best use
of every possible spare bit of space. So many light
aircraft suffer from having nowhere readily accessible for
the pilot to put any of his odds and ends in flight – not so
the Vixxen where he’s almost spoilt for choice of handy
cubby holes.
The Vixxen, which is aimed firmly at the 600kg
American Light Sport market, shares similar but subtly
tweaked wings compared to the 600kg version of the
Foxbat, being parallel chord, slightly swept forward
(presumably for balance purposes) and single-strutted.
It is of aluminium alloy construction with a single spar
and a D box leading edge providing torsional strength
and stiffness. There’s a very lightweight rear spar of sorts,
but it does nothing for the wing’s bending strength, but
rather just delineates the rear edge of the wing, mounts
the hinges for the riveted aluminium flaperons and locates
the rear wing attachments, connected to the D box by a
substantial root rib assembly.
The fuselage is constructed from sheet aluminium, as
a semi-monocoque at the front and a true monocoque at
the rear – similar to the grandfather of all sheet aluminium
lightplanes, the Luscombe 8.
There are no longerons in the rear fuselage, just a skin
wrapped around transverse frames, and skin stiffeners to
prevent skin buckling. The tail surfaces consist of a
one-piece all-moving tailplane with anti-balance tab,
hinged to the rear bulkhead and, unusually, fitted with a
pair of mass balance arms which project forward from the
leading edges of the tailplane roots just outside of the
fuselage skin so that they are free to swing.
Clearly, it’s important not to get anything caught in the
gap between the mass balance arms and the fuselage
sides as this could potentially jam the pitch control. A
conventional fin and rudder complete the empennage.
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An unusual feature is the very large moulded plastic wing
root fairings, which blend the rear part of the wing root
into the tapering rear fuselage in a bold attempt at
reducing the interference drag at this often-troublesome
intersection. The aeroplane’s remarkably improved cruise
performance over that of the equivalent equally powered
Foxbat, shows that the careful blends of Yuri’s latest
design has been successful in reducing the total drag, as
well as improved aesthetics.
The Vixxen’s engine compartment houses the familiar
Rotax 912-ULS engine, mounted to a welded steel tube
frame and enclosed within moulded composite cowlings.
The appropriately registered G-VXXN sports a
ground-adjustable Kiev three-bladed propeller. Under the
engine the cooling radiator for the 912-ULS is mounted in
a flat aluminium alloy duct, which incorporates a
substantial movable shutter arrangement to route warm
air from behind the radiator into the cockpit when
required, actuated by a push-pull control on the panel.
This arrangement minimises the frightening risk of
exhaust gas leaking into the cabin, ever-present with
systems that take their hot air from a muff mounted on the
exhaust system.
The Vixxen’s tricycle undercarriage is very similar, if
not identical to the later Foxbats, the noseleg in particular
being of the familiar trailing link type with a substantial
external shock absorber unit.

The cockpit

The cockpit is accessed by a pair of large top-hinged
doors, which appear more substantial and sophisticated
than the Foxbat’s. The frames are pleasingly rigid,
shaped and rebated to create a flush external form and
a convincing air seal to avoid draughts and rattles. The
latch is operated by a single lever at the base of each
door, a cam action providing a reassuringly positive
over-centre effect which should help avoid unintended
openings. Inside the cockpit, there’s a large baggage
compartment behind the seats, accessed via a hinged

Above UK agent
Ray Everitt standing
with his superb
demonstrator. Note
the large, upward
hinging access
doors

panel. Behind that, plastic mouldings create an
uninterrupted deck suitable for lighter weight, but bulky
items of luggage to be carried – sleeping bags, coats
and such like.
The flying controls, which like the airframe
components are beautifully crafted, taking full advantage
of CNC technology, consist of a typical mixture of cables,
bellcranks, pulleys and pushrods. In the cockpit there’s a
single central stick with twin grips in ‘Y’ format, similar to
some of the Zenair types. Rudder pedals are
conventional, of welded steel tube format.

Unusual throttles

The Vixxen’s throttle arrangements are unusual. A pair of
over-size plungers emerge from the ends of the
instrument panel to provide the dual throttle controls for
the two crew, working in a push-pull mode. Because of
the single central ‘Y’ stick, the overgrown grips of the twin
throttles do fall readily to hand. It’s certainly less bizarre
than the throttle levers on some Jabirus, where they’re
located on the front of the seat structure, behind the
pilot’s knees.
The neat thing about the Vixxen’s throttle layout is that
the mechanics hidden behind the dash provide a really
robust arrangement, which gives both crew equally
precise control of the power setting. It is so much more
satisfactory than lengthy backlash-inducing twin
push-pull cables twisting and turning through a tortured
route – and also a positive amount of friction, which
makes the throttles stay where they’re put.
Aeroprakt has clearly taken note of the criticisms of
the typical Rotax throttle installation where the strong
carburettor throttle springs tend to make the throttles
open of their own accord if the pilot hasn’t got a firm grip
on proceedings – a feature that has led to more than a
few incidents and accidents, particularly when taxying
and starting.
The Vixxen system uses substantial rods connected to
a unique rocking bridge arrangement behind the firewall,
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itself connected to the throttle levers of the Rotax’s two
carburettors by short and relatively direct push-pull
cables. Very neat – as well as very effective.

Flaps

The flaps are mechanically controlled by a beefy
aluminium alloy lever in the cabin roof, on the cabin
centreline, and connected to a transverse shaft
behind the wing’s rear carry-through frame, which
cleverly provides the mixing action for the Vixxen’s
full-span flaperons.

Fuel

The fuel system consists of a pair of composite moulded
tanks in the wing roots, feeding a small header tank in the
forward fuselage. There are simple in-line on/off taps in
each fuel line leading down from the wing roots, roughly
at eye level behind the seats.
Normally the aircraft is flown with both tanks switched
on, so the fact that there’s no fuel selector in immediate
line of sight is less of a drawback than it might be
because ‘changing tanks’ to balance the fuel levels isn’t
part of the normal flying routine – the aircraft looking after
this by itself. By virtue of its design, if an imbalance
should develop and one tank runs dry, the other tank will
continue to feed.
This is a significant safety benefit of the configuration
– one LAA owner of a low wing aircraft with twin wing
tanks recently mentioned that he hadn’t realised that as
soon as one tank ran dry, with ‘both’ selected, the engine
would stop because the engine would draw air from the
empty tank in preference to fuel from the half-full one. Of
course, ergonomically it would be ideal if the Vixxen’s fuel
cocks were more easily accessible, but fuel system
design is often a compromise, and it’s not unusual for the
ergonomics to be sacrificed in the cause of optimising the
pipe runs to reduce the risk of vapour lock, or to keep the
length of pipework and number of joints to a minimum.

In flight

Just to depart from the time-honoured format a little, I’m
not going to go through the usual ‘take-off to touchdown’
story with the Vixxen, but rather focus on the particular
points that struck me about flying this latest Ukrainian
offering. When I first started the Vixxen’s 912, the
oversized plunger type throttle control initially seemed
rather alien – unlike with a normal plunger type throttle
you can’t keep the throttle knob in the palm of your hand
and at the same time use an extended forefinger touching
the panel as a position reference.
The throttle control is by arm movement rather than
wrist movement however, because the throttle is
low-geared so that it moves through a substantial
distance from one end of its travel to the other, and
because there’s a very good throttle friction device, which
somehow holds the setting firm without involving a huge
break-out force, the arrangement is easy to use, and one
soon accommodates to it.

Opposite top right
Hinge forward seat
backs allow easy
access to large
baggage area.
Lighter bulky items
can be placed on
the shelf.
Opposite middle
Roof mounted flap
lever offers good
mechanical
advantage. Note
very neat plastic
trim panels.
Opposite below
Twin throttles
protrude from the
neat instrument
binnacle. The
Y-control stick
houses the twinhanded brake lever.

Drivers who remember the gear lever on the old
Renault Four will feel a sense of tactile déjà vu!
The Vixxen is easy to taxi, thanks to the directsteerable nosewheel. The finger-operated brakes,
operated by a single lever on each stick grip of the
Y-shaped column, were adequate but not powerful in
their action – Ray had followed the usual procedures to
bleed the hydraulic brakes but from his experience of the
Foxbat’s similar systems, felt there was probably still
some air in the lines that had yet to be teased out on this
brand-new machine.
Of course, being a high-wing aircraft where the pilot’s
head is almost alongside the wing roots, it’s more difficult
to judge how far away the wing tips are than on low-wing
types and, particularly for those of us not blessed with
ultra-dependable depth perception, this does warrant
more care than usual when manoeuvring among other
tightly parked aircraft.
With the central control column’s neutral position
feeling slightly less intuitive than with a conventional twin
stick arrangement, and the aeroplane’s all-moving
tailplane anticipated to be powerful in effect, as an extra
precaution before opening up for the first take-off I looked
back over my left shoulder to see the tail surface and
judge a neutral position. As it turned out this wasn’t
necessary. There was no feeling of over-sensitivity and
picking up speed, it turned out to be easy to feel the
nosewheel off the ground early in the take-off run and
once ready, lift the main wheels off with the aeroplane’s
fore and aft balance already established.
On my first take-off, as usual with any Rotax-powered
aircraft and conscious of the absence of differential
brakes, I opened the throttle progressively, wanting to
feel out the amount of torque/slipstream induced swing to
the left before committing to a full performance STOL
take-off.
With some 9 series Rotax types it can take full right
rudder and even a dab of brake to keep straight if you
slam the throttle open from a standing start, particularly
with any left crosswind. The Vixxen is unusually benign in
this respect though, and needed hardly a trace of rudder
to keep on track in this or a subsequent max energy
departure. Clearly the right side thrust that Aeroprakt
have built into the engine mount is spot on – it puzzles me
why all manufacturers don’t avail themselves of this very
effective trick.
Up and away, the STOL Vixxen climbs like the
proverbial homesick angel, the controls feel light,
effective and well-harmonised and the stability is positive
about all three axes. Notably, the adverse yaw effect
experienced when the ailerons are deflected is minimal
– in cruise, making an abrupt aileron input with the rudder
either held neutral or allowed free to do its own thing, the
Vixxen’s nose starts to track round the horizon in the
direction of the aileron input after just a second’s delay,
without even any temporary swing the ‘wrong’ way. Try
this in some competing designs and confusingly you end
up doing a flat turn against the direction of aileron input!
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Even with flaperons fully dropped, in the so-called full
flap position, there’s not an excessive amount of adverse
yaw. An academic point? Maybe, but with so many GA
pilots trained to fly on aircraft that don’t require coordinating rudder, it’s surely good for safety if an
aeroplane can be flown in this way, if the pilot should
forget the importance of using his feet in a crisis.
Foxbat variants have sometimes needed some work
by LAA to achieve acceptable directional stability,
either in the form of a rudder anti-balance tab or strong
rudder centring springs, but on the Vixxen, effective
rudder centring springs are included as part of the
standard design.
The Vixxen’s directional stability is textbook, except
that there’s just a trace of lightening of the rudder force in
a power on left sideslip – not enough to notice in anything
other than a flight test environment and not evident in any
normally encountered flight regime.
Why are we even testing a power-on sideslip? Well,
we do find LAA aeroplanes in this situation from time to
time – notably during photo-shoots for those head-on
shots so beloved of magazine editors, and during an
airshow ‘top-side pass’... It can cause problems with
fuel flow too, as one Slepcev Storch pilot found out… But
I digress.

Ukrainian winters...

On a more practical level, another feature of the Vixxen
that excels is certainly the heater. Flying in January,
would you believe, we had to turn the heater down
because, after 15 minutes in the air, the cockpit became
too warm for comfort? Maybe this is what you need in the
Ukranian winter, but certainly, to have a very light aircraft
like this with spare cockpit heating capacity is luxury
indeed. In fact, with many other aircraft it’s hard to tell if
the heater is working at all, sometimes the smell of fumes
being the only indication that the cable is connected up.

Excellent controls

Within a few minutes of getting airborne, what struck me
as unique about the Vixxen’s handling was the way that it
didn’t seem to need to be re-trimmed as you changed
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from the climb to the cruise to the descent configuration,
or with changes of power or flaperon setting. Normally
this finding – desirable as it seems in itself – is a
bi-product of seriously weak longitudinal stability, which
can cause problems with inadvertent stalling, inadvertent
over-stress or over-speeding, difficulty of holding any
desired speed and generally unpredictable behaviour.
In the Vixxen however, the longitudinal stability is
positive, and the trimmer can be used in the normal way to
fly hands-off and maintain a desired speed – it’s just
remarkable how the settings don’t seem to need to be
changed from one flight condition to another. Chop the
power in the cruise, simulating an engine failure, and without
any control intervention, the nose drops and the Vixxen
settles in a glide, still in trim.
Try the same in a full power climb – corresponding result.
A simulated go-around, suddenly dumping the ‘flaps’ –
same again – no heavy stick forces to be held while
scrabbling for the trim wheel or switch, just open the throttle,
flaps away and climb – still with the same trim setting as the
approach. Remarkable!
The changes in pitch trim normally encountered with
changes in power are generally the result of the position of
the engine thrustline, and to a degree, this can be fine-tuned
using downthrust. The change in pitch trim with flap position
is more complex. Classically, dropping the flap creates an
increase in a wing’s nose-down pitching tendency that
generally means one has to compensate with up trim. The

Below left The large
fin and rudder, which
sports return springs.
Note mass balances
on inner edges of
the stabiliser.
Below right The
nose leg features a
spring damper for
suspension. The
entire leg turns via
direct steering, not
just the wheel fork.
Bottom A good
example of the
craftsmanship in
CNC, the control
assembly at the
base of the stick.

nose-down tendency is partially balanced by a nose-up
effect created by the change in the wing downwash angle
acting on the tail, which produces a compensating
down-force on the tail surfaces. Some aircraft, generally
high-wingers, actually respond the other way and need down
trim when you lower the flaps – this means that the change in
tail downwash has the predominant effect. In the Vixxen, it
seems, either by design or good fortune, both the engine
thrustline and the way the flaps, wing and tail interact, seem
to provide near-perfect compensation.
It’s true that an all-moving tailplane like the Vixxen’s does
give the designer more scope for fine tuning the pitch
characteristics of an aeroplane than a conventional tailplane/
elevator combination, as he can alter not only the chordwise
position of the tailplane hinge line but also the size, gearing
and linearity of the anti-balance tab deflections to alter the
stability and control parameters at will. On the other hand, as
many have found to their cost, there are many variables to
get wrong! Overall, Aeroprakt have certainly got this well
sorted on the Vixxen.

Stalling

Looking at the Vixxen’s stall characteristics, the big wings
proved very reluctant to ‘let go’ and more often than not,
when the break came (at stall speeds indicating around the
30kt mark) the nose fell through cleanly with no trace of wing
drop either way. Of course, if stalled with the skid ball off to
one side, there was more of a tendency to fall off on a wing
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but just relaxing the back pressure was enough to arrest this
at any point.
Trying some stalls in continuous turns, we managed to
provoke some violent drumming from the rear fuselage
from pre-stall buffet but the Vixxen was still reluctant to dig
itself into the turn, preferring to wander back towards the
wings level condition. Even ballasting to the fully aft CG
limit, which is well beyond anything reached with typical
loading scenarios, had remarkably little effect on this or
any other aspect of the Vixxen’s excellent manners.
The performance? In the Vixxen, through careful
attention to drag reduction, designer Yuri has managed
to raise the cruise speed significantly over that of a
similarly powered Foxbat, without penalising the low speed
or STOL capabilities.
On test, loaded to max gross weight, G-VXXN
demonstrated a max continuous cruise of 115kt at 5,500rpm,
topping out at 122kt. Economy cruise is 80kt at 4,000rpm.
Not bad at all for a comfortable two-seater on just 100hp,
and well up with the best of the fixed-gear LSAs in this class.
This is all the more remarkable when you consider that
the aeroplane also has the STOL capabilities that would
outshine many microlights, a five-hour endurance at a
sensible cruise speed and the payload to carry two
average sized crew plus full fuel and still load 30kg
of baggage.
Overall, I liked the Vixxen. OK, so it doesn’t have the
super-quick handling of the Eurostar, and the view from a
high-wing aircraft includes some blind spots that I’d rather
not have. But it is hard to imagine how you could design an
aircraft with safer handling characteristics and perform
equally as well.
As a trainer, its riveted sheet metal structure would not
be as easy to repair as a bolt-together Ikarus, Rans or
welded tube Sherwood Scout. But as an all-round
comfortable cruising aeroplane that can squeak in and out
of a microlight strip, yet carry a generous payload without
exceeding any of its legal or other limitations, it’s hard to
fault. And with all those high quality CNC’d parts to
assemble, it would surely be great fun to build, as well! ■

Above The Vixxen
is a very smart
machine, offering
good cruise
performance and
safe, predictable
handling.

A32 Vixxon Light SporT
Specifications
General characteristics

Performance

Length 6.27m
Wing span 9.45m
Height 2.22m
Wing area 12.5m2
Empty weight 315kg
Engine Rotax-912 100hp
Loads +4 / −2
UK agent Dragon
Aviation. Tel: 07974
952118 (www.
foxbataircraft.com)

Maximum speed Vne
125kt
Max. range (90 litres
fuel, still air) 590nm
Max. endurance (90
litres fuel) 10hrs
Cruising speed 115kt
Stall speed (flaps down)
27kt
Maximum take-off
weight 600kg
Take-off/landing run (no
wind) 100/ less than 100m
Rate of climb (ISA, sea
level) 1,000 ft/min
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